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Narrative Essay: Why I want to be a Nurse?

Here you will learn to write a Narrative Essay: Why I want to be a Nurse? by this example. Let's start.

When it comes to selecting a speciality, most people are trying to select the one which will give us
economic freedom. but, when you are inspired by the profession, you may not take a look at the
financial aspect and especially focus on what you want to do or what type of contribution you could
bring into the field. Individuals who are thinking about their contribution are often talented
scientists, honest police officers, or legal professionals and generally, they're successful in what
they're doing due to the fact they made the right choice. And various such specialities require talent
or a strong will to assist and nursing is among them.

In my Opinion

In my essay, I decided to answer the question of what inspired me to turn out to be a nurse. And I

can say for sure that there are various motives, but the primary was evident. Lots of people are still
asking me why do you want to be a nurse, and they're getting the same answer. It turned into a
well-known disease – cancer. From the attitude to it my nursing path commenced its way, and I've
started to analyze and research more about this speciality.

So, why do I want to be a nurse who facilitates patients with cancer? There are quite a few
specialized nurses who have various skills; however, nurses who are working with people who have
cancer are special. They are aimed not only to provide needed treatment but additionally to support
this individual, share with the person the will to live, assist his or her relatives to overcome
depressed thoughts about destiny.

Nurses who are looking after cancer patients are real angels and not looking at difficult emotional
situations surrounding them they're trying to stay positive and to make the life of their patients
special.

Reason why I want to be a Nurse?

When we're speaking about cancer, we imagine a bold pale person who is dying from that disease.

But, in most cases, it isn't always true. The person who fights cancer is strong morally. He or she is
trying to be positive no matter how difficult the path is and help not only themselves to fight, but
also others who help them. These human beings are likely ones who realize how high the value of
living is and how easy it is to lose it. And supporting them is a remarkable choice when you want your
profession to be connected with such a crucial thing.

First, I thought about this professional path when I saw the movie The Bucket list (2007) by talented
producer Rob Reiner. It was the tale of exceptional guys who had a fatal form of cancer. They created
the list of things they wanted to do earlier than they die, and followed it. This movie shows how the
view of a person changes when she or he hears the diagnosis, and how the will to live can modify the
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disease flow. Of course, the end of the story was surprising, and one of the main heroes died, but the
second got a chance for a new life. I think this movie is about how tough circumstances change the
life of human beings, their thoughts, and relationships.

Another reason for nursing profession path preference was the unique fundraising campaigns I see
online every day, on Facebook people from different countries requesting help. They’re looking for
money to fight the disease and every day we're losing beautiful individuals who didn’t have money to
overcome cancer. These stories are difficult to read, and due to the fact I'm not able to financially
help those human beings, I decided to help them in another way, to become a nurse and take care of
and professionally assist them.

The first step besides reading and getting to know nursing programs was visiting a medical centre
that helps children with cancer and their parents. It was the hardest thing for me in my life, to see
such sweet small kids fighting with this terrible disease. They’re just kids, who want to go to school,
have friends and spend time in the park with their parents. They’re dreaming of becoming healthy
and living like other kids, enjoying sports and spending time with their parents. For Christmas, they
desire health in everyone surrounding them. Here kids of 10-12 years old are older than most of the
adults due to the fact they do understand how a whole lot of life costs and do have the will to live; In
their eyes you can easily notice.

I was only a volunteer who helped with simple day to day tasks at the centre. I saw smiling nurses
who used toys, sweets and other things to help children to go through treatment methods: hours
under medicine droppers, pricks and tablets intake, distinctive analysis and examinations –
everything was executed with love and special attention to each small person here.

The next step in my future nursing path was visiting the adults’ cancer centre to help there. Here are
older people fighting this disease. This place is also full of energetic people who support each other.
Nurses are always ready to help. Every day they help people medically and psychologically. And this is
an incredible task because without this help patients won’t be successful in their fight. It is
exceptional to be surrounded by kindhearted humans, and I want to become a part of this
community because I want to share with these kinds of people my will to live.

I want to be a nurse who is assisting to fight disease and want to help people who are in a terrible
situation and want help and stimulation to fight. There is one more reason I want to become a nurse
who is inspiring others and helping them to defeat depression.

I want to be a nurse who is an expert and able to prescribe treatment; reduce pain, save life and
much more. I want to be a nurse because I love making the world unique and friendly to anyone.
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